Sincerest thanks to Richard Roth, Chair of the VCUarts Painting and Printmaking Department, for his tremendous support for this exhibition, as well as for the stellar historical essay he contributed to this book. My gratitude to Richard Toscan, Dean of VCU School of the Arts for his support of the exhibition and catalogue. Deepest appreciation also goes to artist/writer Stephen Westfall and art collector Paul Monroe for their insightful essays. Their words hit a significant nerve in marking Donato's place in art history and unfolding the particularities of his work.

Thanks to Rachele Riley for designing a stunning book that complements the whimsical and strange verve of Gerald Donato's work, and great appreciation to editor George Cruger for his astute and careful attention to the text. Dinah Ryan, Director at Washington and Lee University's Staniar Gallery, deserves appreciation for her role in presenting Gerald Donato: Reinventing the Game in Lexington, Virginia, in November of 2007. Finally, this project could not have been carried out without the multiple talents of the Anderson Gallery's faculty and staff: Assistant Professor and Gallery Manager Leon Roper; Gallery Projects Coordinator Traci Flores; Gallery Associate Chris Carroll; Virginia Samsel, Curatorial Project Assistant; and the work-study staff.

The exhibition was made possible by the generosity of many individuals who provided financial support and who loaned works to the exhibition. Primary funding has been provided by the VCUarts Painting and Printmaking Department, with additional funding and support provided by Main Art Supply and Picture Framing, Janet De Cover, Maruta Winebrenner, Rick Michaels, and Heyn and Sandy Kjerulf, Elizabeth King and Carlton Newton, Mary Flynn, Phyllis De Maurizi and Rick Michaels, Heyn and Sandy Kjerulf, James Deveney and Janet De Cover, and The Chrysler Museum of Art in Norfolk, Virginia, all lent work by Gerald Donato from their collections to be included in the exhibition.

It has been the highest honor of my career to work with Gerald Donato and his wife/muse Joan Gaustad in presenting this retrospective exhibition. Their trust and good humor throughout the myriad of details involved in the process has been a humbling and rewarding experience. Jerry and Joan's energy in advising us on all phases of the exhibition has kept our eyes on the prize. We are fortunate to have had access to their formidable strength and keen artistic vision.

A.M.